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9 of 9 review helpful Dreams of an Unhappy Peripatetic By Paul Camp The Declaration of Independence was signed 
on July 4 1776 On July 2 1778 barely two years into the American Revolution Jean Jacques Rousseau died of a stroke 
while walking in the woods at Ermenonville France _Reveries of the Solitary Walker_ 1776 1778 was Rousseau s last 
book a work that was clearly not quite finished at the time of his death It Ten meditations written in the two years 
before Rousseau s death in 1778 provide an excellent introduction to the thinker s complex world expressing in its full 
force the agony of isolation and alienationFor more than seventy years Penguin has been the leading publisher of 
classic literature in the English speaking world With more than 1 700 titles Penguin Classics represents a global 
bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and discip Language Notes Text English French 
translation About the Author Jean Jacques Rousseau 1712 ndash 1778 is the author of numerous political and 
philosophical texts as well as entries on music for Diderot s Encyclo 
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